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Introduction

Reggio Emilia Hospital (ASMN) is a Research Hospital (IRCCS) for 
Advanced Technologies and Clinical Pathways in Oncology 

Research Hospitals turn out to have an outstanding role in the 
organization and management of healthcare services and in 
developing biological  and medical research. Their goal is to carry 
out research, each hospital in its own field. ASMN-IRCCS carries out 
research in the field of oncology,  although it intends to increase its 
knowledge in many other domains.

Scientific Research in medicine has got a paramount function, 
as it is the only way to improve all aspects  of healthcare; for this 
reason, research is a key instrument  to develop  science, especially  
medicine.

In order to carry out research,  patients’ cooperation must combine 
with the  efforts  made by other subjects (patients’ relatives, healthy 
individuals, donors,  etc.).

ASMN-IRCCS main research fields are intended to:

assess the impact of  new ways of  disease early-detection and •	
management, with a committment to person-centered  diagnoses 
and treatment approaches;

improve healthcare and clinical pathways for oncological •	
patients.

Aim of this leaflet is to explain the main aspects of clinical trials and 
patients’  participation in the trials. 
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CLINICAL TRIALS:  WHAT YOU NEED TO KNOW

What’s a clinical trial?
It is a research study which identifies the  effectiveness  and safety 
of new drugs, treatments or medical interventions. Clinical trials 
can help to decide if a new treatment turns out to be more cost-
convenient,  when  compared to an already available one. “Clinical” 
means that tests are performed on humans, patients or healthy 
volunteers. Clinical trials are usually anticipated by a preclinical 
phase, when in vitro or  in vivo tests are performed, respectively on 
cell-cultures (in vitro models) or test-animals (in vivo models).

What does experimental treatment mean?
It means: new treatment whose effectiveness and risks don’t possess 
enough scientific  evidence. Aim of a clinical trial is exactly to assess 
the effectiveness and safety of an experimental therapy.

What’s a clinical trial protocol?
It is a document which defines  the trial in detail; it gives a full 
description of:

objectives;•	
investigators’ scientific rationale;•	
participants’ predetermined characteristics which are necessary •	
to partecipate in  the trial (so called inclusion or exclusion  
criteria);
number of participants allowed to take part;•	
exams to be performed by participants and their due date; •	
way of performing experimental treatment;•	
way of assessing the treatment effectiveness;•	
statistics used in  analysing the results of clinical trials.•	

How many types of clinical trials are there? 
Clinical trials have different purposes: diagnosis, prevention, 
treatment of diseases. The following list describes the main types of 
clinical studies and their objectives:

screening trials •	 evaluate the test capability of detecting a 
disease before it provokes  symptoms;

diagnostic trials•	  assess the capability of tests or procedures to 
diagnose a particular disease (sensitivity) and to detect a disease 
only when it is really present (specificity); 

treatment trials•	  assess the effectiveness of new drugs or more 
generally of new treatments;

quality of life trials•	  assess how diseases or medical interventions 
impact on different aspects (including the psychological one) of  
ill persons’ daily life. 

Moreover, clinical trials vary in relation to their methodology. The 
following description briefly explains some of the main types of 
clinical trials.

Controlled clinical trial 
Participants are divided into two groups: in one group, participants  
receive medical intervention or experimental treatment, in the other 
one (so called  control group or  simply  control) they receive no 
treatment or placebo*. This kind of procedure allows to compare the 
course of disease in both  groups and to  assess the effectiveness of  
treatment under examination.
*Placebo: is a simulated or otherwise medically ineffectual disease treatment. 
Placebo is given as  pill, tablet or liquid to patients belonging to the so-called 
“control group”. Placebo is used to verify whether  the effects detected in patients 
receiving treatment  (for instance a medication) are due to their  expectancy of 
healing or improvement and  not to the effectiveness of clinical trial.
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Randomized controlled trial 
It is a type  of trial,  whose participants are randomly allocated: either 
to the group receiving medical treatment or to  the control group. 
Usually participants are allocated through a computer programme, 
in order  to ensure a comparability between the two groups.

Blind and double-blind studies
In blind trials  patients,  unlike investigators, don’t know which  group 
they belong to. In this case, patient doesnt’n know whether he will 
be treated with experimental treatment or with  placebo.
In double-blind trials,  neither patients nor investigators know who is 
treated with experimental treatment and who with  placebo.

Multicenter research trial
In multicenter research trials, many hospitals or research centers 
take part to the trial. In case hospitals belong to the same country, 
trial is described as national trial while, if hospitals belong to different 
countries, trial is described  as national trial.

What are the phases of clinical trials?
A clinical study may   last several  years; during its course, experimental 
treatment undergoes a series of assessments according to well 
defined rules. For this reason, clinical trials go through different 
phases. For instance, in case of testing  new drugs:

Phase I clinical trials:•	  their aim is to fix the maximum tolerated 
dose of a drug and  the most appropriate dose,  in comparison to 
the side effects it causes. Some Phase I clinical trials also assess 
tolerability in case of a new route of administration related to a 
given drug (for instance, injection instead of by mouth).

Phase  II clinical trials •	 assess the effectiveness of a treatment 
and record  possibile side-effects. To evaluate effectiveness, the 
following points are taken into account:

how many patients benefited from the treatment •	 (totally or 
partially);

how long do these benefits last •	 (time of absence of disease);
patients’ median survival.•	

Phase III clinical trials•	  compare a new treatment with a standard 
one, taking into account both effectiveness and side effects.

Phase IV or “post marketing surveillance”•	  clinical trials: drug  
is already on the market, but further information is collected, 
concerning the drug’s effectiveness, risks arising from its use 
and what’s its best use.

Are there only clinical trials?
No. There are other types of trials leading neither to direct intervention 
in  patients nor to their participation in those trials. They may be  
observational and epidemiological trials, or data collections: labs, 
genetics, genomic, pharmacogenetics. 

What’s an Ethics Committee?
Ethics Committee is a self-determining  body, made of healthcare 
and administrative professionals. They are responsible for the 
safeguard of rights, safety and well-being of persons taking part to 
clinical trials. The guarantee for this safeguard must be brought to 
public notice. In particular, Ethics Committee 

gives opinion on  experimental clinical trials;•	

evaluates and validates methods and documents which will be •	
used to inform participants to trials and to obtain their informed 
consent.

For clinical trials carried out in ASMN-IRCCS and Hospitals 
belonging to Reggio Emilia Province, the Committee in charge is 
Reggio Emilia Ethics Committe. 
For more information see www.asmn.re.it/comitatoeticoprovinciale

Who sponsors clinical trials? 
Clinical trials are sponsored by foundations, research institutes in 
public or private services, hospitals, pharmaceutical companies, 
patients’  organizations.
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TAKING PART TO CLINICAL TRIALS

Who can partecipate in  clinical trials?
In order to have useful results, clinical trials are conducted on groups  
of people with similar physical characteristics.
For this reason, each clinical trial protocol specifies:

inclusion criteria •	 are features that the prospective subjects must 
have if they are to be included in the clinical trial,
exclusion criteria•	   are features that,  if possessed by  prospective 
subjects, prevent them from being included in the clinical trial.

The following characteristics  are usually taken into account:
age•	  (young, adult, old people);
sex •	 (women are kept out of some trials  to avoid harmful effects 
on foetus);
diagnosis;•	
phases of disease;•	
comorbidity.•	

Benefits of participating in clinical trials
To learn personally how to take care of your health. •	
To have some treatments available before they become such for •	
patients in general.
To be treated by expert professionals in research and healthcare, •	
and to take an  active role in the development of scientific 
research.

Risks and/or disadvantages of taking part to clinical 
trials

In some cases, the safety and effectiveness of experimental •	
treatments may  be unknown.

Usually risks are not higher than those connected to other medical •	
treatments and to the development of a disease. Sometimes, the 
suggested treatment may induce troublesome side effects, even  
severe ones. 

Participation in clinical trials often requires a longer time,  in •	
comparison to conventional treatments, as it is necessary to 
undergo more frequent exams and to  spend longer  time  in 
hospital.

Is it possible for a participant to withdraw from the 
trial?
Yes, patients may withdraw from a trial at any time and for 
whatever reason.

What is “informed consent”?
In order to perform whatever healthcare intervention, with exception 
of those  connected to emergency situations,  patients must give 
their permission. They may freely accept to partecipate in a clinical 
trial (clinical or observational trial) by signing a document, the so 
called “informed consent”, which must be validated by the Ethics 
Committee,  before it is used. Informed consent is the same for all 
participants to the same clinical trial. 
It consists of:

a full description of all information related to the proposed trial;•	
a form to be signed by the patient accepting to take part to the •	
trial.

Before getting patient’s signature, investigator must give him all 
information connected to the trial. Moreover, investigators must 
ensure that patients have adequate comprehension of the meaning 
of  their  decision.
Informed consent must be personally signed and dated, both by 
patient and investigator who informed the patient. 
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Some questions a patient must raise before taking 
part to a clinical trial
First of all, before deciding to partecipate in a trial, patient must 
carefully read all pertinent written documentation he has been given 
and ask the investigator to clarify any points  that may seem unclear. 
Questions posed by patients can ease their  communication with 
investigators: 

What is the purpose of the trial? •	

Why do investigators believe the experimental treatment being •	
tested may be effective? 

Has the treatment been tested before?•	

If so, what’s the result given by other studies? •	

What are the side effects connected to the treatment? •	

How long will the trial last? •	

Is there any effective alternative treatment available nowadays? Is •	
it equally effective?

Will hospitalization be required?  •	

Who will sponsor  the experimental treatment? •	

Will my personal and sensitive data be preserved? •	

In case the proposed treatment turns out to be effective, will I •	
receive it free of charge when the study ends? 

Will I be reimbursed for the costs I have incurred?•	
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